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A Message from the Director
The development and enhancement of significant linear corridors continued during the Fort Pierce Redevelopment Agency’s 2011 fiscal year.
These projects are all multi-year processes that blend the design and
planning work of numerous segments into fabulous examples of achievements that are truly greater than the sum of their parts.
Jon Ward

Moore’s Creek Linear Park

I believe that there is no finer example of that concept than the City’s new Moore’s Creek
Linear Park. In March, 1996, an overflowing crowd met at the Bethel Baptist Church on Avenue D to envision what Lincoln Park
could and should be redeveloped into.
A number of drawings were drafted to
illustrate citizen comments. Although it
took over ten years to bring it to fruition, Phase 1 of the Moore’s Creek Linear Park, running from Seventh Street
to Fifteenth Street and in which this
Agency played a noteworthy development role, was dedicated in October,
2010. However, whereas the park is a
significant achievement on its own, in
many ways, it was also a catalyst for
other changes that line its creek banks.
The obelisk celebrating the Highwaymen painters was dedicated in the roundabout at 15 th
Street and Avenue D in November, 2009 and earlier that
year, “The Oaks,” a neighborhood of owner-occupied
homes on the banks of
Moore’s Creek, was dedicated
in May. Fiscal year 2011 saw
the completion and dedication
of the Intermodal Bus Terminal at Eighth Street and Avenue D in August, arguably the
finest example of Mediterranean architecture on the corIntermodal Bus Station Ribbon Cutting
ridor and a partnership beAugust 23, 2011
tween St. Lucie County and
this Agency. The FPRA’s 2010 annual report featured the work in progress on its cover and
we’re pleased to celebrate its completion in our 2011 edition.
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Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP)
The City of Fort Pierce participated in a Federally-funded program, aimed at purchasing distressed
properties in foreclosure, rehabilitating them and offering them for sale on the open market. The
City received $2,095,000 in NSP
grant funding. Most cities, nationally, elected to purchase single family homes needing a minimum of repairs and, after a quick
paint job and some cosmetic
work, offered them for sale. Fort
Pierce retained the development
services of this Agency and focused on rehabilitating properties
that would produce a much
greater benefit for the community. The FPRA acquired two
small apartment buildings at
1116 and 1122 Orange Avenue

and is in the process of reconstructing them. The structures had been sitting vacant for years and
contributed to the blighted conditions on one of our main entrance corridors. 827 Atlantic Avenue,
formerly a beautiful historic home, had sat in a burned-out condition, literally ruining an otherwise
attractive residential neighborhood for years. The Agency also purchased homes on 10 th Street
and Paseo. The homes on Paseo and 10th are finished and are currently being offered for sale.
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The home on Atlantic is currently being rebuilt, as are the apartments on Orange, all properties
are anticipated to be finished by August, 2012. Upon completion, the Orange Avenue Apartments
will be transferred to the Fort Pierce Housing Authority to provide housing for homeless vets and
the Atlantic Avenue home will be sold. All proceeds from the sale of the single family homes will
be used to acquire and rehabilitate additional properties.
Former King Power Plant Brownfield Site
In 2009, ownership of the site of the former King Power Plant in downtown Fort Pierce, previously
owned and operated by the Fort Pierce Utilities Authority (FPUA), was transferred to the Redevelopment Agency for the purpose of cleaning up the brownfield and redeveloping the site for the
economic development of the City.
In 2007-‘08, the FPUA had removed
the power plant and retained consultant engineers for the initial site assessment and source removal activities and executed an Interlocal Agreement between the City, FPUA and this
Agency indemnifying the City and the
FPRA from any cleanup expenses in
excess of those able to be funded
from such grant proceeds as the
Agency was able to secure.
The site was divided into three parcels
for the purpose of seeking grant funding. In April, 2010, the FPRA was successful in receiving three $200,000
EPA grants for cleanup activities. City
CDBG funding provided the $120,000
required grant match.
The City’s
Communitywide Council agreed to
serve as the Brownfield Advisory Committee, to provide oversight for the
Federal cleanup expenses. The FPRA
retained the Treasure Coast Regional
Planning Council (TCRPC) as a consultant to assist with the cleanup management and entered into a separate contract with CardnoTBE, an environmental engineering firm, to handle the physical removal activities and provide
technical guidance.
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During 2010-‘11’s testing activities, it was determined that virtually all contamination had been
removed from Parcel 3 (west of Second Street) during the FPUA’s removal activities. Parcel 2
(north of Moore’s
Creek) did contain
Parcel 2
some areas of contamination but no
significant surprises
from the earlier activity and removal
could be funded by
the EPA grant. However, early in 2011,
the presence of significant amounts of
PCBs were detected
in Parcel 1. The levels required the parcel’s enrollment in
the Federal TSCA
program.
At the
close of fiscal 2011,
the FPRA is confident that costs to remove the PCB-contaminated soil to a TSCA-licensed facility
will certainly exceed the EPA removal grant and additional funding will be required. How much
additional funding is, as of this writing in March, 2012, uncertain. In the interim period, the FPRA
secured an additional $40,000 ARRA grant for this purpose as well as an additional $200,000 in
EPA assessment funding. As the work proceeds, it is important to segregate assessment activities
from removal activities to assure their funding from the appropriate resource pool. Regular reports are being provided to the City Commission as well as to the FPUA Board as we move forward.
Other Capital Projects
During Fiscal Year 2011, the
Agency continued to fund
some related expenses for
the Highway A1A project.
Planning and redesign of
Jetty Park will see construction activity in FY 2012.
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Financial Reports
The following charts indicate the expenditure of annual sources of revenue, such as
the TIF dollars, derived from ad valorem taxes as well as other annualized resources,
such as grants and lease payments from assets that the Agency owns, such as
Cobb’s Landing restaurant or the Fisherman’s Wharf Marina.
Note that the Agency has additional sources of revenue which do not appear on the
annual operational budget. The predictable stream of ad valorem taxes allowed the
Agency to issue bonds for major capital projects. These bonds are expended over a
period of time, dependent on project requirements, and are not tied to annual resources. Additionally, the Agency secured a Sunshine State loan in 2007, which was
also expended for major capital projects, such as the construction of the downtown
parking garage and office tower. Balances of these resources and their uses appear
on the quarterly FPRA financial reports.
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FPRA OPERATING
Profit & Loss Statement
OPERATING INCOME

Adopted
2011

Actual
2011

4,019,968

4,214,320

194,352

4,785

4,785

TAXES
311 10 - Ad Valorem Taxes
LICENSE & PERMITS
329 20 - Lot Clearing Permits

-

Variance

GRANTS
331 39 CDBG Brownfield Grant
334 90 Other State Grants

600,000

135,255
13,561

135,255
(586,439)

INTERGOVERNMENTAL
343 91 - Admin Charge - Liens
347 54 - Marina Dockage

90,000

448
81,547

448
(8,453)

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
361 10 - Interest on Investments
362 15 - Misc. Rental
369 31 - Miscellaneous

90,000
1,000

6,448
89,776
54,752

6,448
(224)
53,752

1,281,050

1,319,504

38,454

6,082,018

$ 5,920,396

TRANSFERS
381 01 - Transfer from General Fund
Total Operating Income

OPERATING EXPENSES

$

Adopted
2011

Amended
2011

Actual
2011

$

(161,622)

Variance

PERSONNELL SERVICES
1010 REGULAR WAGES
1030 ACCRUED COMPENSATION
2010 FICA TAXES
2020 RETIREMENT GEN. MEMBERS
2030 LIFE & HEALTH INSURANCE
2035 DENTAL INSURANCE
2040 WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION
Total Personnel Costs

-

-

-

74,850
8,603
4,662
1,558
2,472
13,285
2,033
42,688

24,451
5,338
942
(472)
(2,451)
967
(882)

OPERATING
3120 LEGAL FEES
3200 ACCOUNTING & AUDITING
3450 LOT CLEARING
3468 MARINA OPERATIONS
3490 CONTRACTUAL FEES
4020 TRAVEL & EDUCATION
4110 COMMUNICATIONS
4120 FREIGHT & POSTAGE
4310 UTILITIES

100,000
7,500
10,000
2,000
10,834
3,000
72,000
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99,300
8,603
2,500
41,806

OPERATING EXPENSES

Adopted
2011

Amended
2011

Actual
2011

500
65,000
36,000
6,000
700
3,500
234,528
25,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
580,562

28,000
3,000
473
1,657
235,151
21,550
1,500
500
700
-

400
88,805
23,471
3,989
170
791
392
2,898
213,423
13,600
21,550
965
1,037
332
1,376
1,071
524,419

100
(23,805)
4,529
(989)
(170)
700
(318)
3,108
(1,241)
21,728
(13,600)
535
(37)
168
(676)
(71)
17,854

4410 EQUIPMENT RENTAL
4510 COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
4620 SITE MAINTENANCE
4650 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
4651 VEHICLE PARTS
4660 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
4675 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
4710 REPRODUCTION
4810 ADVERTISING
4960 ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGE
4980 CONTIGENCY
4985 REAL ESTATE TAXES
4990 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE
5110 OFFICE SUPPLIES
5120 EDP SUPPLIES
5210 GAS & OIL
5410 BOOK, PUB, SUBC, MEMB.
Total Operating

Variance

CAPITAL OUTLAY
6320 OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
Total Capital Outlay

600,000
600,000

-

143,054
143,054

456,946
456,946

30,000
30,000
20,000
80,000

-

50,000
50,000
211
108
18,604
118,924

(20,000)
(20,000)
(211)
(108)
1,396
(38,924)

1,710,863
2,648,881
500,000
4,859,744
6,120,306

-

1,714,946
2,654,877
500,000
236,555
5,106,378
$ 5,892,776

(4,083)
(5,996)
(236,555)
(246,634)
189,242

AID TO PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS
8220 DOWNTOWN MAINSTREET
8230 LINCOLN PARK MAIN STREE
8291 ST. ANASTASIA
8298 FPAT
8391 FT. PIERCE PAL
Total Other Programs and Projects

TRANSFERS
9001 TRANSFER TO GENERAL
9115 DEBT SVC - CRA (FUND 201)
9116 SUNRISE THEATRE
9175 BOND CONST FUND
Total Transfers
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
$

NET INCOME (LOSS)

$

(38,288)

$

$ 27,620
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Why Does the Fort Pierce Redevelopment Agency Exist?
Beginning in the early 1960’s, most of America’s traditional downtown areas were challenged by
what we now refer to as “urban sprawl.” With cheap and plentiful gasoline, good roads and the
development of far-flung suburban neighborhoods, the historic central business districts began to
lose tenants to the new “strip” centers or an even
-newer phenomenon, the “mall.” Classic central
city neighborhoods, once so convenient to downtown, bega to lose their appeal, as baby-boomers
relocated to the new bedroom communities on
the edges of town and were often heard commenting how “this used to be ‘way out in the

country.”
Once-busy Main Streets became
ghost towns. With the flight of retailers, often
times the only things left open in historic downtowns were courthouses and government offices. In the close-in neighborhoods, renters
began to replace owners and property values
deteriorated. Deferred property maintenance
began to turn once-proud communities into
blighted slums. Crime increased. The implied
social contract that cities hold with their residents was broken. This same scenario played out not
merely here in Fort Pierce, but all across America.
With its eyes planted firmly on the future, the City of Fort Pierce became decidedly pro-active.
First creating a Downtown Redevelopment Corporation to study the issues of a declining downtown, the City went on to form the Fort Pierce Redevelopment Agency, a dependent special district of the City of Fort Pierce, in 1982. Initially focused strictly on the historic central business
district, the Agency’s boundaries were expanded to include several close-in neighborhoods in
1995 and again in 1996. The City also held a series of professionally-run planning charrettes during this vision-making period, to develop long-term strategies for the redevelopment of other
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areas of municipal concern. A major expansion of the Agency’s territory took in the Lincoln Park
neighborhoods as well as South Beach on South Hutchinson Island in 2001. Recognizing the
growing role that the FPRA played in shaping the City’s future, the City Commissioners decided to
replace the volunteer Board of Directors that had guided the Agency since its inception, with a
new Board, comprised of the City Commissioners, assuring the public’s policy input through its
elected representatives. During the 2007-08 fiscal year, the City commissioned a Finding of Necessity, the first step in considering still additional territory for the Agency. Action will be taken to
implement the recommendations of that study when property values stabilize.

Where Does the Money For the Agency Come From?
To understand that, you must first understand how a Community Redevelopment Agency works.
Initially, the local element of government, in this case, a city or county, must determine that certain conditions exist that would be considered slum or blight. To do this, they undertake a study,
known as a Finding of Necessity. If the findings of the study are accepted, a redevelopment plan,
the guiding document for the proposed agency, is drafted. The plan defines the specific geographic boundaries of the agency, such as, in the instance of the FPRA, from Georgia Avenue on
the south to Avenue Q on the north, west to 33rd Street
and east, through and including South Hutchinson Island,
as far south as Melaleuca. In the year that the plan is
accepted, the property values within those specific geographic boundaries are “frozen” (for the purpose of determining how ad valorem tax proceeds will be divided in
future years) and that becomes the floor taxable value
for properties within the agency. From that point forward, as property values rise, often as a result of work
done by the agency, 95% of the difference in the frozen
floor ad valorem tax values and the increased ad valorem
FPRA Boundaries
tax values is placed in a trust fund, to be spent on projects specifically contained within the geographic boundaries of the agency. This is known as Tax Increment Financing or TIF.
In the case of the FPRA, not only is the City’s portion of the ad valorem tax invested in the trust
fund, but the County’s portion is also captured, making St. Lucie County a valuable funding partner in everything that this Agency accomplishes.

Is It More Expensive For Me to
Live Within the FPRA?
No. Your taxes are precisely the same. All it means is that the ad valorem taxes gathered by the
local government, instead of being placed into two big general funds, are placed specifically in a
trust fund to be spent on projects that will benefit property within the Agency’s boundaries.
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Members of Fort Pierce’s celebrated Highwaymen Painters
celebrate the opening of the new Intermodal Center

The mosaic mural shown on the front cover is an example of typical
Highwaymen-like landscape. The bronze squares that frame the mural name each of the 26 painters that were inducted into the Florida
Artists Hall of Fame in 2004.
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